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The damp clothes squeezed out; and the trespassing danger of those that perpetrate on you in the past; 

a past life you can’t quite recall; is that the case; or isn’t it the case; then of course you can’t actually 

avoid or can you looking at the cover now up on the front of the computer to the side of the screen; or 

rather called also a side-screen.  

In the end or at this place; a bookmark becomes; the recognition of this is regular classical isn’t it. Oh wit.  
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Then you tap in and it seems to disappear a bit at the same speed; and all of a sudden comes back but 

quieter; every speaker on this library’s systems broken by a menacing group who don’t believe in the 

use of recovering from violent abuse by listening and actually being able to hear music.  

Lucky we are; to be able to see it this is the end of cited: 1.  

 

cited: 2 

At the moment I recognize listening to the next; I push in the earbuds and only then can I hear on yes, 

this broken speaker I should really say headphone contact with computer; that the greenery is growing 

like uh my fiction at least; matching the cover.  

 

After the details and cited: headers; it zoning on it again; almost seems to die; like a plane finally actually 

away from its former location; onto its for now [signs of temporary] destination.   

cited: 3 

Don’t forget to listen to this one; and even if you have to zone out the rest of the uh surroundings. I 

don’t know what they would say but by a step into what seems the middle; yes, you are literally in 

church; how is this literal.  

At cited: 4 

You are now in the conception even in the beginning of this one; of the literal way. 

Uh, what is that; with this as your tool, using: 

The typing of kids on the keyboards is way too loud as compared to most computers’ hear internal 

speakers or what’s that connecting headphones; do you think they are crying for help. Perhaps the 

“police officers” are and will be able to help them. This of course isn’t the kids area; but the “librarians” 

don’t care how cumbersome it is to have to babysit other people’s children; when instead …  

            One stage of the literal way.  

At cited: 5 

It’s going to happen. Oh my! She’s going to get married. And you weren’t sure. Is this a sign of culture; 

or rather acculturation. Outside thoughts: why does it have to be she; well that’s what the cover of the 

art says.  We’ll see maybe the food will be good. And what is good food.  

 

[and that’s as far as I want to go, for now here] 
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